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The use of optical interconnects has burgeoned as a promising technology
that can address the limits of data transfer for future high-performance silicon
chips. Recent pushes to enhance optical communication have focused on
developing wavelength-division multiplexing technology, and new dimen-
sions of data transfer will be paramount to fulfill the ever-growing need for
speed. Here we demonstrate an integrated multi-dimensional communication
scheme that combines wavelength- and mode- multiplexing on a silicon
photonic circuit. Using foundry-compatible photonic inverse design and
spectrally flattened microcombs, we demonstrate a 1.12-Tb/s natively error-
free data transmission throughout a silicon nanophotonic waveguide. Fur-
thermore, we implement inverse-designed surface-normal couplers to enable
multimode optical transmission between separate silicon chips throughout a
multimode-matched fibre. All the inverse-designed devices comply with the
process design rules for standard silicon photonic foundries. Our approach is
inherently scalable to a multiplicative enhancement over the state of the art
silicon photonic transmitters.

Chip-scale optical interconnects1,2 are primarily developed with the
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) technique, which enables
parallel signal transmission by independently encoding data on mul-
tiple frequencies of light3–6. To further increase the link bandwidth,
other promising dimension of signal encoding that can be utilised for
multiplexing is the spatial domain; light can be decomposed into a set

of optical beams with orthogonal spatial cross-sections. These ortho-
gonal spatial modes in multimode optical waveguides or in free space
can serve as independent communication channels7–15, each of which
can support a full WDM link. This orthogonality gives mode-division
multiplexing (MDM) a multiplicative effect on the bandwidth of an
optical link. Recently, significant progress has been made towards
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integrating mode and wavelength-division multiplexing together on a
chip16–25.

In this work, we present a multi-wavelength, multimode commu-
nication scheme for on-chip and chip-to-chip interconnects. Using
photonic inverse design26,27, we implement a low-crosstalk, all-passive
silicon MDM that supports parallel WDM channels over a 15-THz
spectral bandwidth.With this device, we demonstrate a 1.12-Tb/s error-
free data transmission on a silicon photonic circuit using
microcombs28,29 as multi-wavelength laser sources: 28 data channels
derived from seven wavelength channels launched into four spatial
mode channels. TheMDMdevice alsoenables spectrally efficientWDM
due to its non-resonant operation. Additionally, in combination with
inverse-designed beam emitters and a multimode-matched fibre30,31,
we demonstrate chip-to-chip data transmission across four spatial
mode channels between separate silicon chips. In contrast to the
previous work22,23, the photonic inverse design of the MDM compo-
nents is fully compatiblewith commercial foundries for the fabrication
of photonic-electronic systems, and exhibits low loss in large band-
width necessary to demonstrate full communication systems.

Results
A silicon multi-dimensional transmitter
The schematic of the multi-wavelength, multimode optical inter-
connect is illustrated in Fig. 1. Amulti-wavelength laser source4,28,32–38 is
evenly distributed into multiple WDM transmitter circuits, and each
WDMcircuit independently encodesdata ontodifferent frequencies of
light39,40. An inverse-designed MDMmultiplexer takes the overlapping
modes frommultiple WDM transmitters and transforms them into co-
propagating spatially orthogonal modes of a multimode optical

waveguide. The MDMmultiplexer routes the fundamental transverse-
electric mode (TE00) of the input single-mode waveguides to the TE00
(channel 1), TE10 (channel 2), TE20 (channel 3) and TE30 (channel 4)
modes of an output multimode waveguide (Inset 1 of Fig. 1). A chip-to-
chip optical link enables the transmission of the WDM-MDM data
between separate silicon chips throughout free space or optical
fibre. A receiver circuit de-multiplexes the spatially and spectrally
mapped signals and converts the data to electronic circuits via
photodetectors.

The inverse-designed MDM devices were fabricated in a standard
silicon-on-insulator platform (silicon thickness: 220 nm). Figure 2a
shows a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) image of the MDM
muliplexer, whose design area is 6.5 × 6.5μm2 with a foundry-
compatible minimum feature size (80 nm)41. The input and output
single-mode waveguides are 500-nm-wide, and the multimode wave-
guide between multiplexers is 1800-nm-wide. The device structure is
optimised for operations between wavelengths of 1500 and 1600 nm,
and Fig. 2b showsmeasured channel transmissions of the back-to-back
MDMmultiplexers.We find that the peak insertion loss is less than0.8-
and 3-dB bandwidth is wider than 120 nm for all mode channels (Fig.
S1c). The modal crosstalk, which must be suppressed to avoid MDM
signal degradation, is less than −18 dB for all mode channels. The
crosstalk of the broadband design is significantly lower compared to
that of the narrow band design (see Fig. S1). Broadband optimisation
has previously been shown to be an effective heuristic for robustness
to fabrication errors42,43. In addition, Fig. 2c presents insertion loss and
crosstalk histograms of channel transmission measurements from six
different MDM designs. For this analysis, the inverse-designed struc-
tures were fabricated in GlobalFoundries41 and the measured

Fig. 1 | An optical transmitter using the multi-dimensional multiplexing prin-
ciple of chip-to-chip WDM-MDM data transmission. A frequency comb laser is
evenly distributed to individual WDM transmitters (e.g. cascaded ring
modulators39) using two-stage Y-junction splitters. The multi-frequency data from
each WDM transmitter are routed into spatial modes of a multimode waveguide
using an MDMmultiplexer (Inset 1). The optical data can then be transmitted

through chip-to-fibre couplers and multimode fibre to the receiver, where the
mode and wavelength channels are separated by MDM-WDM demultiplexers and
detected using photodiodes. The chip-to-fibre coupler is optimised to emit multi-
mode beams in the surface-normal direction and improve coupling efficiencies
with orthogonal spatial modes of multimode fibre (Inset 2).
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histograms are from the back-to-back MDM multiplexers at multiple
wavelengths between 1540 and 1560 nm.

Our MDM multiplexers exhibit low insertion loss in a large
bandwidth and a compact footprint, all necessary to demonstrate full
communication systems. It is enabled by photonic inverse design that
can combine multiple directional couplers and adiabatic waveguide
tapers in a single compact device—typically, multiple sets of these two
device components build a single MDM multiplexer and take up a
significant device footprint. The design approach is scalable to larger
spatial mode channels (e.g. 6 and 12 mode channels in Figs. S2 and S3,
respectively), and we find empirically that the device footprint needed
for high-performance MDM structures is approximately proportional
to the number of spatialmode channels. Furthermore,we cancombine
other device functionalities in a compact footprint using optimisa-
tions. As an example, Fig. 2d, e present an inverse-designedmultimode
splitter that provides selective device operations for different spatial
mode channels—90∘waveguide bend for TE30, andwaveguide crossing
for TE00, TE10 and TE20. We connect MDMmultiplexers along with the
multimode splitter in series, and characterise the device operation:

measured channel transmission losses of the multiplexer-splitter-
demultiplexer circuit are lower than 3 dB, and transmission suppres-
sion as a result of waveguide bending (CH4: TE30) is up to 24dB.

On-chip interconnect
In this section, we show an on-chip optical interconnect using the
silicon photonic MDM and microcombs. The microcomb spectrum is
engineered to improve a communication link capacity28,29, and we
compare data transmission results of anomalous- and normal-
dispersion Kerr soliton microcombs. The experiments allow us to
rigorously understand an operational limit of the foundry-compatible
MDM with chip-scale lasers for a full photonic-electronic system
implementation.

The conceptual diagram of the on-chip data transmission is pre-
sented in Fig. 3a.Microcombs are generated as circulating pulses in an
optical cavity pumped with a CW laser, leading to low-noise, broad-
band, multi-wavelength light sources4,28,29,37,40. We launch 11 and 7
WDM channels into four MDM channels using microcombs with
300-GHz and 500-GHz frequency spacings (Fig. 3b), respectively. The

1
2
3
4

Fig. 2 | Inverse design of silicon multimode photonics. a–c Broadband, low-
crosstalk MDMmultiplexers: a SEM images of back-to-back MDM multiplexer
devices with simulated mode conversion (right). b Measured transmission of the
back-to-back MDM multiplexer structure. This broadband structure is utilized in
the WDM-MDM data transmission experiments (see Fig. 3). c Insertion loss and
crosstalk histograms of the back-to-back MDM multiplexers fabricated in a semi-
conductor foundry41. d, e Multimode splitter which combines a waveguide bend

(for TE30) and waveguide crossing (for TE00, TE10 and TE20): d Top: SEM image of a
multimode photonic circuit which consists of MDM multiplexer, multimode split-
ter, and MDM demultiplexer (from left to right). The multimode splitter (white
rectangular box) selectively routes multimode signals to different directions. Bot-
tom: Zoomed-in SEM image and simulated spatial mode routing. e Measured
channel transmission for the multiplexer-splitter-demultiplexer structure (wave-
length: 1540 nm).
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300-GHz-comb is generated in an anomalous-dispersion Si3N4 ring
resonator, and the spectral envelope of the comb exhibits a secant-
squared profile. The 500-GHz-comb is generated in a Ta2O5 photonic
crystal ring resonator that enables comb generations under normal
dispersion (seemethod formoredetail), resulting in higher conversion
efficiency, optical power per comb line, and spectral flatness28,29,40. All

data channels are directly detected using external photodiodes, and
individual channels are encoded with non-return-to-zero (NRZ) data
coding at a symbol rate of 40GBd. We use external electro-optic
modulators and a 100-GHz-gridWDM in this experiment. The external
components increase the total system transmission loss, and optical
amplifiers (see Fig. S6) areused to compensate for the extra losses. The
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extra losses can be mitigated once all components are integrated, and
theMDMcomponents are compatiblewith foundryprocesses, and can
be fully integrated with chip-scale WDM transmitters3,39,40.

Bit-error rates (BERs) of the data transmission are presented in
Fig. 3c. First, of the 52 carriers derived from four spatialmodes and the
Si3N4 combs37 in the C band, 44 data channels were used for data
transmission, resulting in a total line rate of 1.76 Tb/s. 11 channels show
no error occurrences when a total of 1012 bits are compared (BER
<10−12), and another 15 channels show error rates between 10−12 and
10−8. Data channels with higher carrier frequencies show larger error
rates thanotherwavelength channels, owing to lower comb line power
and higher amplifier noise at those WDM channels. The pump tone at
~193.1 THz couldn’t be used for data transmission as well. For the
transmission experiment using a spectrally flattened Ta2O5 combs28,29,
28 data channels were derived from four spatial modes and all the
comb lines in the C band. In contrast to the Si3N4 combs, all of them
were used for data transmission without an error occurs when a total
of 1012 bits are compared, as a result of the engineered combspectrum.
The total net data rate is 1.12 Tb/s, and Fig. 3d presents eye diagrams of
all data channels.

In a singleMDMdevice, which canachieve a spectral bandwidthof
over 70 nm (Fig. 2), further improvement in the data transmission
capacity is straightforward through the use of adjacent S and L bands.
We can also decrease the frequency spacing of the comb source to the
standard 100-GHz frequency grid4 or even finer36. As a proof of con-
cept, we demonstrate WDM-MDM data transmission (4-mode, 16-
wavelength/mode) using a mode-locked laser with a 20-GHz channel
spacing. Fig. S7 shows multi-dimensional data transmission with
spectral efficiency of 4 bit/s/Hz and BER of all channels lower than the
threshold of 20% hard-decision error correction. A total line rate is
1.28 Tb/s only with 0.32 THz of the WDM spectral bandwidth.

Chip-to-chip multimode optical link
In this section, we demonstrate a chip-to-chip multimode link using
inverse-designed couplers and a rectangular core multimode fibre31,
shown schematically in Fig. 4a. The chip-to-chip interconnect requires
efficient means of coupling light from on-chip transceivers to a com-
munication link. In both free-space and fibre systems, this can be
achieved using a grating coupler20,44–46 that preserves and launches all
spatial modes perpendicular to the chip.

Using the photonic inverse design, we can optimise structures to
form any desired spatial field patterns47 with multiple design objec-
tives (e.g. operational bandwidth48, incident angle, and back reflec-
tion). In this experiment, the structure is optimised to improve
coupling efficiencies with orthogonal spatial modes of multimode
fibres at multiple wavelengths over 40 nm spectral span. Simulta-
neously, the structure is designed to emit multimode beams in a
surface-normal direction with a minimum feature size of 80 nm. Fur-
thermore, it is designed to suppress back-reflections from the silicon
chip to spatialmodes of themultimode fibrewhen the signal is coming
from the fibre to the chip. The back-reflections are usually related to
the thickness of the buried oxide layer, and the inverse-designed
structure can further reduce the backward direction coupling to spa-
tial modes of the fibre.

A CW laser is coupled to the Tx chip through one of four single-
mode input waveguides via a lensed fibre. The Tx chip then sends light
into a specific spatial mode of the multimode fibre using the MDM
multiplexer (Inset 1 of Fig. 4a) and inverse-designed coupler (Inset 2 of
Fig. 4a). The 5-metre-long multimode fibre, which has a rectangular
core (dimension: 32 × 8μm2; Inset 3 of Fig. 4a) constrained to support a
single mode in the narrow transverse direction and four modes in the
orthogonal direction, transmits the signal from the Tx chip to the Rx
chip while maintaining low modal crosstalk. The Rx chip de-
multiplexes the multimode signals using fibre-to-chip coupler (Inset
4 of Fig. 4a) and MDM demultiplexer, and we individually characterise
the transmitted signals at single-mode output waveguides.

Figure 4b shows the measured coupling loss of the inverse-
designed coupler. A 3-dB-bandwidth of the chip-to-fibre coupling is
over 35 nm for all mode channels, and this is at least two times larger
compared to prior results24. We can potentially design structures for
wider bandwidth operations48. Themode-dependent loss difference is
less than 2.5 dB for all spatial mode channels over 35 nm spectral
bandwidth, and the coupling loss of the MDM channel 4 (TE30) is
slightly higher than other channels, mainly due to fibre-to-chip align-
ment. It is important to note that the coupling loss of the multimode
coupler isn’t lower than those of the standard couplers with fully
etched silicon layer48 and the coupling efficiency can be significantly
improved with partially etched silicon layer or foundry-compatible bi-
level gratings.

Figure 4c shows the measured channel crosstalks of the chip-to-
chip MDM with the rectangular core fibre. For comparison, we also
conduct a free-space experiment where multimode signals are trans-
mitted between chips using free-space optics (see the experimental
setup and data transmission results in Figs. S8, S9) and the link
crosstalk is only attributed to the free-space beam alignment. MDM
channel 4, the most difficult channel to align, shows the highest
crosstalks with all other spatial mode channels in the free-space link
measurement. The multimode fibre link shows lower crosstalks (−10.5
to −17.1 dB) compared to the free-space link as a result of an improved
alignment, but it still shows higher crosstalks compared to the back-to-
back MDM multiplexer measurements due to modal crosstalks in the
multimode fibre. The communication link capacity, in terms of total
transmission loss and crosstalks, can be further improved with
advanced photonic packaging for both MDM links with multimode
fibre and free-space optics49,50.

Discussion
In summary, we have demonstrated a multi-dimesional optical com-
munication scheme using silicon photonic circuits. With an inverse-
designed silicon MDM device and chip-scale microcombs, we multi-
plex four spatialmodes and comb channels covering the entire C band
to achieve natively error-free (<10−12) data transmission through a
nanophotonic waveguide. Additionally, we show chip-to-chip multi-
mode links enabled by inverse-designed couplers and a rectangular
core multimode fibre. The MDM technology is fully compatible with
silicon photonic WDM transmitters and semiconductor foundry pro-
cesses. Photonic inverse design ensures device compactness and
broadband operation. This enhances robustness to fabrication errors

Fig. 3 | On-chip interconnect: WDM-MDMdata transmissionwithmicrocombs.
a Data transmission scheme using inverse-desiged MDM and microcombs. The
transmitter optical source is generated by pumping the microresonator (Inset:
opticalmicroscope imagesof Si3N4microresonator andTa2O5 photonic crystal ring
resonator28,29,37) with a CW laser. WDM de-multiplxers (W-DEMUX) separate the
comb lines and intensity modulators (EOM) encode independent data (NRZ at a
symbol rate of 40GBd/channel). The WDM data were recombined using WDM
multiplexers (W-MUX), and are coupled to on-chip MDM inputs simultaneously
using a fibre array. At the receiver, all the channels are separated by mode and

wavelength demultiplexers and detected using a photodiode (PD). In our experi-
ments, we independently modulate even and odd WDM channels using two EOMs
for emulating WDM transmission (see Method section). b Optical spectra of
anomalous- and normal-dispersion Kerr soliton combs with Si3N4 and Ta2O5 reso-
nators, respectively. For the data transmission measurements, 11 and 7 comb lines
at the C band were used. cMeasured BERs (1012 bits compared) of the transmitted
data channels. For thosewith BER <10−12, we counted anerror occurrencewith up to
1013 reference bits. d 40-Gb/s eye diagrams of Ta2O5 combs data channels directly
detected using PD.
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and temperature fluctuations, enabling practical applications for high-
performance silicon chips.

Scaling of this technology for ultra-wide bandwidth high-fidelity
communication will require the maintenance of low-mode crosstalk
and insertion loss. In particular, we observe modal crosstalks in chip-
to-chip data transmission experiments. This signal degradation can be
compensated by using MZI meshes51 or digital MIMO signal
processing21,52,53. Future scaled-up implementations of our commu-
nication scheme can employ such error-correction optical circuits on
the receiver chip, and their performance can be improved in terms of
footprint, insertion loss and operation bandwidth using photonic
inverse design. Furthermore, efficient edge couplers54,55, foundry-
compatible bi-level gratings56,57, as well as advanced fibre
technologies58 can further mitigate mode crosstalk and insertion loss.

As ourMDMdevice features non-resonant, low-loss, low-crosstalk
operation over the entire C band, it is compatible with a large number
of novel light sources, not limited to microcombs (Fig. 4) and a table-
top mode-locked laser (Fig. S7) demonstrated in this work. For
example, different types of chip-scale lasers and frequency comb
sources such as mode-locked quantum dot lasers5, electro-optical
frequency combs34,59, and vertical cavity surface emitting laser
(VCSEL)60 can be used. Co-design of the laser source, optical link

architecture, photonic devices and signal processing will facilitate the
next generation of optical interconnects in data-centre networks and
hardware accelerators.

Methods
Photonic inverse design
Stanford Photonics Inverse Design Software (SPINS)61,62 was used to
design anMDMmultiplexer,mode-splitter and surface-normal grating
couplers for TE-polarised light.

Si3N4 microcombs
Anomalous-dispersion microcomb is generated by pumping a Si3N4

microring resonatorwith aCW laser, IQmodulator in a single-sideband
suppressed-carrier configuration driven by a voltage-controlled oscil-
lator for a fast wavelength tuning, and a subsequent amplifier37. Figure
S6 presents the comb generation setup with a silicon nitride device.
Theoutput of the comb is passed through aWDMfilter to suppressCW
pump power.

Ta2O5 microcombs
Normal-dispersion microcomb is generated by pumping a Ta2O5

photonic crystal ring resonator with a CW pump laser and fibre
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Fig. 4 | Chip-to-chip multimode link using inverse-designed couplers.
a Schematic of a multimode link (scale bars: 10μm). A CW laser is coupled to an
input single-mode waveguide of the Tx chip via a lensed fibre. The input signal is
routed into a specific spatial mode of a multimode waveguide using an MDM
multiplexer (Inset 1). Inverse-designed chip-to-fibre coupler emits the multimode
signal in the surface-normal direction (Inset 2: Infrared images ofmultimodebeams
at the top surface of the device are overlaid on device SEM images), and the mul-
timode beams can be coupled to spatial modes of a multimode-matched fibre
(Inset 3: Microscope image of the fibre cross-section). The MDM signal then is sent
to the Rx chip, and routed into a specific single-mode output waveguide of the chip

throughout fibre-to-chip coupler (Inset 4: multimode beams on the coupler.
Infrared images are overlaid on device SEM images, and the multimode beams are
from the Tx chip throughout free-space optic alignment) andMDMdemultiplexer.
All data channels are directly detected using photodiodes at the receiver side.
b Measured coupling loss spectra of the fibre-to-chip coupler for spatial mode
channels. For this measurement, transmitted power was measured through MDM
multiplexer, chip-to-fibre coupler, rectangular core fibre and photodetector. To
estimate coupling losses, the insertion loss of the MDM multiplexer and trans-
mission loss of the fibre were subtracted. c Measured chip-to-chip MDM channel
crosstalks at 1540 nm (Left: multimode fibre chip-to-chip link, Right: free-space).
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amplifier—this comb state doesn’t require a fast laser frequency tuning
using anexternalmodulator. The innerwall of thephotonic crystal ring
resonator is modified by an azimuthally uniform, periodic modulation
pattern to open a bandgap only at a targeted azimuthal mode
(approximately at 1555 nm) that we excite with the pump laser28,29.
Both forward and backward propagating comb can exist in the pho-
tonic crystal ring resonator, and we use a backward propagating comb
with higher pump-to-comb conversion efficiency in this experiment.
We collect the comb signal using a fibre circulator and suppress CW
pump power using a tunable fibre filter.

WDM-MDM data transmission
Comb signals are de-multiplexed using a commercial 100-GHz ITU
grid-based DWDM with an insertion loss of 3.5 dB per channel. The
‘even’ and ‘odd’ carriers are recombined using another multiplexer.
Each channel is separately amplified and passed through two
intensity modulators (6-dB insertion loss) which are driven by
PRBS31 generators using NRZ at a data rate of 40 Gb/s. The data
channels are de-correlated with a delay of ~20,000 symbols. We
recombine the odd and even sets of carriers, amplify them using an
EDFA and split the power into four different channels. Mode chan-
nel 2–4 have a delay of 200, 400 and 800 symbols with respect to
mode channel 1. Output coupling is performed with a lensed fibre
aligned to one MDM output waveguide at a time. The light at the
output is then amplified and sent through another demultiplexer,
where the signal is detected using a commercial photodiode. The
photodetected signal is then sent to an error analyzer which we
use to measure the bit-error rate. Figure S6 shows a detailed
experimental setup.

Four spatial mode rectangular core fibre
An optical fibre with a rectangular core geometry was provided by
Corning Incorporated. The germanium-doped core material was
machined to a rectangular shape and with an annular silica cladding
material was drawn down to final dimensions (125μm cladding dia-
meter, nearly perfectly circular, with a core of 32 × 8 μm2 and index
modulation ~0.005). The fibre supports four polarisation-degenerate
spatial modes with intermode effective index differences ≥0.0005. A
5-metre-long fibre sample was used to image the four guided modes
using low-coherence interferogram image analysis (beating against a
plane wave, see Fig. S10). The measured differential modal group
delay was ~8 ns/km, which can lead to signal skew in long mode
multiplexed links and MIMO processing complexity if mode mixing
occurs.

Data availability
All the data generated in this study are available from the corre-
sponding author upon reasonable request.

Code availability
An open-source of the photonic optimisation software is available at
https://github.com/stanfordnqp/spins-b.
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